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Abortion : 308, 405–6, 414
Absolute rights : 257–88
Access to a court 

See Right of access to a court
Access to information : 392, 448–53, 578–81

See also Personal Data
Access to public service 

- under the ECHR : 36
- under the ICCPR : 663–5

Action plans 
- in general (national strategies) : 462, 472–9, 755
- and development cooperation : 189–90
- and follow-up to concluding observations : 837,

839
- and follow-up to judgments of the European Court 

of Human Rights : 908
- and link to State reports : 795, 852

Additional Protocol [to the ACHR] in the area of 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights : 27, 496

Admissibility 
See Individual communications
See European Court of Human Rights
See Inter-American Commission (and Court) on 

Human Rights
And see also Victims

Advisory Committee of the Human Rights Council 
(UN): 866

See also Sub-Commission on Human Rights
Affirmative action 

See Positive action
African (Banjul) Charter on Human and Peoples’ 

Rights 
- adoption : 28, 947
- and self-determination of peoples : 687, 702
- and State obligations : 246–7, 248–51
See also African Commission on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights
And African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights 

African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the 
Child : 29

African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights 
- in general : 28, 32, 246–7, 248–51, 687, 948–53
- role in the promotion of human and peoples’ 

rights : 948
- role in appointing Special Rapporteurs : 948

- role in interpreting the African Charter on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights : 949

- role in protecting human and peoples’ rights : 949
- and exhaustion of local remedies : 950–2
- and follow-up of recommendations : 952–3
- and self-determination of peoples : 694–6
See Table of cases

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights : 28, 32
African Union 

- role in the protection of human rights : 28–31
Alfaro, Ricardo : 14
Alien Torts Claims Act (United States) : 170–1
Alston, Philip : 52, 185, 801, 831, 845, 888
American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) 

- origins : 27
- in general : 
- and reservations : 95, 103–7
- and the federal clause : 136–8
- and restrictions to rights : 291, 293
- and effective remedies : 733–5
See also Inter-American Commission (and Court) 

on Human Rights
And see specific rights

American Declaration on the Rights and Duties of Man 
- in general : 26, 140, 921
- and extra-territorial jurisdiction : 146, 153
- and right to asylum : 144
- normative status : 921

American Law Institute : 51, 91
Amnesty laws: 71
Amnesty International : 275
Annan, Kofi : 397, 858, 870
Apartheid 

- and right to development : 181
- Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of 

the Crime of Apartheid: 19
- prohibition of – as jus cogens : 65

Arbitrary detention 
- in general : 143, 161, 168, 235, 543
- prohibition of –, as a general principle of law: 54
- prohibition of –, as jus cogens : 554
- in the fight against terrorism : 517
See also Habeas corpus

Arbour, Louise : 852
ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian Nations) : 30
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Assisted suicide : 43–7, 435–40
See also Suicide

Asylum : 144–6, 161, 200–2, 267, 583–94
See also Refoulement

Balancing : 324–6
See also Proportionality (in the restriction 

to rights)
Barak, Aharon : 403, 458
Benchmarks : 463, 466, 479–500, 795

See also Action plans
And Framework laws 

Blasphemy : 447
Bossuyt, Mark: 569, 645, 654, 740
Budget analysis 

See Maximum of available resources

Cançado Trindade, Antônio Augusto: 945, 946
Caplan, Lee: 87–192
Chapman, Audrey: 501, 742, 744
Charter of Fundamental Rights (EU) : 25
Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Canada) 

- and assisted suicide: 44–6, 322–3
- and expulsion : 270–8
- and private law : 459
- and reasonable accommodation : 350
- and religious attire/symbols : 351–62
- and self-determination of peoples (secession) : 688

Charter of the United Nations 
- and non-discrimination: 561
- and primacy of human rights: 60, 63
- and primacy above other international treaties: 

236
- and international assistance and cooperation: 

173, 177, 188
- and self-determination of peoples: 682
- and sovereign equality among nations: 84
- as a source of human rights obligations: 12–14,

49–50, 54, 93, 163, 166
- as a basis for human rights monitoring : 855

Child labour : 918
Coercion 

- of one State by another State : 167
- of an international organization by a State : 225
- in contractual relationships : See Contract 

(freedom of –)
Collective bargaining 

See Trade unions (collective bargaining)
Collective complaints 

- under the European Social Charter : 914–20
- under the UN human rights treaties : 806–7
And see Individual communications 

(authors of)
Colombia : 138–41, 921
Commission on the Status of Women (UN): 15, 174
Commission on Human Rights (UN) 

- establishment: 14, 855
- critiques : 858

Commissioner for Human Rights (Council of Europe) : 
523, 527–30, 537, 639

Committee against Torture 
- and adoption of interim measures: 37
- and deportation cases : 206–8, 276, 279
- and impact on national courts : 276, 840–1
- and obligation to protect : 383

- and State reports : 793–805
- and follow-up of concluding observations : 

831–41
- and follow-up to individual communications : 838,

841–5
See also Individual communications

Committee of Ministers (Council of Europe) 
- in general : 21, 736, 774
- role under the European Convention on Human 

Rights : 899
- role in the supervision of the execution of the 

judgments of the European Court of Human 
Rights : 904–8

- role under the European Social Charter : 914–20
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

- establishment : 17
- and impact on national courts : 840–1
- and non-discrimination : 640, 647, 656
- and persons with disabilities : 653
- and progressive realization of economic, social 

and cultural rights : 501, 506, 769
- and the ‘IBSA’ methodology : 492–6
- and the role of national human rights 

institutions : 787
- and the role of non-governmental 

organizations : 800
- and State reporting : 794–6
- and follow-up of concluding 

observations : 831–41
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination 

against Women : 646, 648, 650, 652, 665
Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination 
- in general : 341, 593, 605
- and positive action : 649
- and racial or ethnic affiliation : 677
- and self-determination of peoples : 692
- and State reports : 793–805
- and status of victim : 815
- and follow-up of concluding observations : 831–41
- and follow-up to individual communications : 838,

841–5
See also International Convention on the 

Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination

Committee on the Rights of the Child 
- in general : 341, 345
- and effective remedies : 732–5
- and impact on national courts : 840–1
- and indicators : 491
- and national action plans : 477–9
- and prevention of violations : 772
- and the role of non-governmental 

organizations : 800
- State reports : 793–805
- and follow-up of concluding 

observations : 831–41
See also Convention on the Rights of the Child

Complaints 
See Individual communications

Concluding Observations 
- role : 793–9
- follow-up: 831–41

Conflicting rights 
- examples of – : 305, 307, 347–50, 352–3, 420
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- non-discrimination and competing rights : 615–21,
679

- as a limit to the duty to protect : 446–58
Conscientious objection : 385, 573, 598–601, 618–21,

634
Continuing violations : 808
Continuity of obligations 

See Denunciation of treaties
See Succession of States

Contract (freedom of –) : 429–33, 458
Convention for the Protection of Individuals with 

regard to Automatic Processing of Personal 
Data (Council of Europe) 

See Personal Data
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment 

- adoption : 18
- and expulsion : 194, 197, 275–7
- and immunities : 72–8, 82
- and obligation to protect : 382–4
- and universal jurisdiction : 46–72
See also Torture
And see Committee against Torture

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women 

- adoption: 18
- duty of the State to prohibit discrimination : 612
- temporary special measures : 646

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the 
Crime of Genocide 

- in general: 19
- reservations : 95, 97

Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities 

- adoption : 19
- accession of regional integration organizations : 

228
- and reasonable accommodation : 641

Convention on the Rights of the Child 
- in general : 18, 20, 166
- and federal States : 138
- and international assistance and cooperation : 177
- and territorial scope of application : 129
- implementation by the African Union : 29
- implementation at domestic level : 764, 772

Coomans, Fons : 744
Core document : 850–1
Core obligations 

See Essential content
Cost-benefit analysis : 324–5
Council of Europe (role in protecting human rights): 

20–2
See also Commissioner for Human Rights
See European Convention on Human Rights

Counter-terrorism 
See Terrorism

Court of Justice of the European Communities / 
European Union 

See European Court of Justice
Crime against humanity : 77, 84–6, 554, 555
Cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment 

See inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment

Customary international law 
- as a source of human rights : 50–3, 593, 941, 947
- and relationship to human rights treaties : 59
- and reservations : 122
- and succession of States : 57

Cyprus : 125–9, 133–252

Death penalty 
- and deportation : 194, 202, 203–6, 286, 817
- status of the prohibition of death penalty against 

juveniles: 65, 109, 118
- under the ACHR : 105, 927
- under the ECHR : 66, 194
- under the ICCPR : 109, 120–1

Defamation : 212–15
Denunciation of treaties 

- in general : 55, 120–1
Deportation 

See Expulsion
Derogations 

- in general : 513–60
- and state of emergency : 517–30
- and State reporting : 797
- necessity of – : 530–47
- under the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights : 110, 513–60
- under the American Convention on Human 

Rights : 513–60
- under the European Convention on Human 

Rights : 149, 513–60
See also Non-derogable rights

Detention 
- conditions of – : 110, 418, 554
See also Arbitrary detention

Development cooperation 
See International assistance and co-operation
See also Right to development

Diplomatic assurances : 199–200, 202, 204, 278–88,
525

Diplomatic protection 
- and relationship to human rights : 5
- and legal interest of States : 91

Direct effect (of human rights treaties) 
- in general : 402–3, 739, 840
- of the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights : 750
- of the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights : 798
- impact on the reception of human rights bodies’ 

case-law : 841
Disability 

- and access to benefits : 568
- and access to education : 575, 657–8, 762–7
- and assisted suicide: 43–7, 322–3, 435–40
- and progressive realization of economic and social 

rights : 768
- and protection against abuse : 388–9, 950–2
- and reasonable accommodation : 350, 573, 641–2
- and special measures : 653

Discrimination 
See Non-discrimination

Disparate impact : 627–40

Conflicting rights (cont.)
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Divorce 
- right to – : 36
- and rights of defence : 210

Due Process 
See Substantive Due Process

Easterly, William : 193
Economic and Social Council (UN) 

- in general : 14, 858
- under the ICESCR : 793

Economic sanctions : 166–7, 172
Effective remedies 

- in general : 382, 622–3, 731–40
- and exhaustion of local remedies : 932
- and legal aid : 823, 932
- and reservations : 113
- and derogations : 555–8
See also Exhaustion of local remedies

Effectiveness (principle of –) : 127, 220, 388
EFTA (European Free Trade Agreement) Court : 665
Eide, Asbjorn : 242, 245
Emergency 

See Public emergency
Employment relationships 

- and discrimination : 622–3, 626–32, 642–5,
665–74, 815

- and ethnic monitoring : 678–80
- and monitoring of employees: 303–5, 431
- and religious attire/symbols : 327–9
- and State duty to protect : 385–7, 392–3, 402,

431–3
See also Contract (freedom of –)
See Trade unions (collective bargaining)

Enforcement of judgments 
See Execution

Environment : 165–6, 246, 316–18, 397, 717–23
Equality 

See Non-discrimination
Essential content : 504, 506, 742, 747
Erga omnes obligations 

- and relationship to jus cogens norms: 67–8, 946
- significance : 70, 93, 923
- implications of human rights as imposing erga 

omnes obligations : 89–94
Ethnic profiling : 594–6
European Commission on Human Rights (Council of 

Europe) 
- establishment: 21, 899
- and specificity of human rights treaties : 95

European Commission against Racism and 
Intolerance : 549, 594, 639, 676, 677

European Committee for the Prevention of Torture 
(CPT) : 231

European Committee on Social Rights 
- and interpretation of the European Social Charter : 

40, 433, 656–8
- and the progressive realization of economic and 

social rights : 657, 768–9
- role : 914–20

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
- origins : 21
- and extraterritorial obligations : 147, 154, 156
- and interpretation : 148, 222, 425

- and Reservations : 107–9

- and Effective remedies : 735–9
- and Subsidiarity : 736, 775, 902–3, 905
- and Prevention of violations : 737, 774–8

See also European Court of Human Rights
And see under each specific right

European Court of Human Rights 
- and adoption of interim measures : 38
- and reservations : 107
- establishment of : 21
- origins : 899–901
- admissibility of applications : 901–2
- exhaustion of local remedies : 902–3
- execution of judgments : 904–8, 913–14
- ‘pilot’ judgments : 908–13
- victims : 901
See also Table of Cases

European Court of Justice 
- and execution of judgments of the European 

Court of Human Rights : 232
- and human rights (in general): 23
- and control of resolutions of the UN Security 

Council : 64
- and legitimate reach of the rule of 

non-discrimination : 614
- and positive action : 666–8
See also Table of Cases

European Social Charter 
- drafting : 21
- and monitoring by the European Committee on 

Social Rights : 914–20
- and State reports : 916
- and collective complaints : 917
- and the non-discrimination requirement : 564,

575, 656–8
- personal scope of protection : 40
See also European Committee on Social Rights

European Space Agency : 220–1
European Union 

- elections to the European Parliament : 218–19
- and access to international treaties : 229
- and positive action : 666–8
- and right to property : 222–4
- role in protecting human rights: 23–5
- obligations under international law : 63–4
See also European Court of Justice

Euthanasia 
See Assisted suicide

Execution 
- of foreign judgments : 210–15

Exhaustion of local remedies 
- as a general principle of international law : 902,

932
- under the ACHR : 932
- under the UN human rights treaties : 819–25
- in complaints submitted to the UN Human Rights 

Council : 868
- in the absence of legal aid : 823–4, 932
- unduly prolonged : 824–5
See also Effective remedies
See European Court of Human Rights
And see Inter-American Commission (and Court) on 

Human Rights
And see African Commission on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights
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Expulsion (from the territory) : 
- and human rights obligations : 194–208, 262–88,

517, 845
- and interim protection : 37
- and extraterritorial jurisdiction : 150
See also Refoulement
See Extradition

Extradition 
- respect for human rights in the context of : 65,

150, 194–208, 262–88
- and universal jurisdiction : 46–72
- ‘victim’ requirement : 817

Extraterritorial jurisdiction 
- and violations of jus cogens: 69, 72
See also Universal jurisdiction

Extraterritorial obligations : 142

Fabre, Cécile : 743
Fair trial

See Rights of defence
Federal Clause : 135, 136–8
Federal Constitutional Court 

(Bundesverfassungsgericht) (Germany) 
- and horizontal effect of human rights: 403
- and conflicting rights : 453
- and informational self-determination : 595

Felner, Eitan : 508–10
Forced and compulsory labour : 599

See also Slavery
Forced disappearances : 379–81, 389–91, 554

See also International Convention for the 
Protection of All Persons from Enforced 
Disappearance

Forum-shopping : 830
Framework Convention for the Protection of National 

Minorities (Council of Europe) 
- applicability in Kosovo : 231
- and definition of minorities : 301, 713
- and ethnic monitoring : 676, 677
- and non-discrimination : 704
- and special measures : 647, 658–60
- before the European Court of Human Rights : 637,

719
Framework laws : 466–72, 755
Freedom of assembly : 414–15, 455–8
Freedom of association 

- and minorities : 300–3
- and non-discrimination : 615–18
- negative and positive – : 385–7, 402, 431–3, 448,

578–81
See also Trade unions

Freedom of expression 
- and commercial advertising : 411–13, 709
- and expressive freedom of association : 615–18
- and inter-individual relationships : 402, 403, 455–8
- and journalists : 212–15, 400–1, 402, 578–81
- and non-governmental organizations : 308–12,

411–13
- and religion : 447
See also Defamation

Freedom of movement : 292, 595
Freedom of religion 

- in general : 456
- and religous attire/symbols : 319–21, 327–64, 631

See also Non-discrimination (on grounds of religion 
and conviction)

And see Blasphemy
And Conscientious objection 
And Reasonable accommodation 

Fukuda-Parr, Sakiko : 510

Gender equality 
See Non-discrimination

General Principles of Law 
- as a source of human rights: 53–5

Geneva Convention 
See International humanitarian law
or see Asylum

Genocide 
- prohibition in customary international law : 51
- and jus cogens : 62, 65, 554
- prohibition as erga omnes obligation : 68
See also Convention on the Prevention and 

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
Goodman, Ryan : 119
Guerilla : 139–41, 167, 368–75

Habeas corpus : 531–2, 534–6, 543, 545–7, 555–7, 733
Headscarf : 319–21, 327–50

See also Freedom of religion
Helfer, Laurence R. : 849, 854
Hierarchy 

- position of human rights in international law : 
59–86, 87

- superiority of UN Charter obligations : 236
- within human rights : 16, 553
See also Jus cogens

Holmes, Stephen : 741
Homosexuality 

See Sexual orientation
Horizontal effect (of rights) : 399–413, 424–9
House of Lords (United Kingdom) (now Supreme Court 

of the UK) 
- and assisted suicide : 46
- and deportation cases : 280–5
- and derogations in the context of the fight against 

terrorism : 521, 525, 541, 548
- and extraterritorial obligations : 160
- and the prohibition of torture : 72
See Table of Cases

Human Dignity : 41, 93
Human Rights Committee 

- and adoption of interim measures : 37
- and continuity of obligations : 58
- and effective remedies : 731
- and impact on national courts : 840–1
- and individual communications : 114
- and inter-State communications : 92
- and State reports : 793–805
- and follow-up of concluding observations : 831–41
- and follow-up to individual communications : 838,

841–5
- and reservations : 109–17, 826
- and restrictions to rights : 290, 292
See also Table of Cases

Human Rights Council 
- establishment of – : 856–62
- membership of – : 858, 860, 862–5
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- and complaints for gross and systematic 
violations : 866–70

- and universal periodic review : 860
- and special procedures : 881–95

Hunt, Paul : 252, 479, 779

IBSA procedure : 492–6
Immunity 

- in the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act : 82
- of international organizations : 229–38
- of public officials : 72–8
- of States : 79

Impact assessments 
- in general: 778–80
- role of national human rights institutions : 785
See also Prevention of human rights violations

Incorporation 
See Direct effect (of human rights treaties)

Independent experts 
See Special procedures

Independent human rights institutions 
See National human rights institutions

Indian Supreme Court : 767–8, 770
Indicators 

- role in human rights monitoring: 463, 479–500
- dangers associated with : 491
- in anti-discrimination policies : 594, 674–8
- use in State reports : 797

Indigenous peoples 
- in the ACHR: 60, 733–5
- in the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ 

Rights : 949
- in the ICCPR : 694–6, 704–9, 711, 712, 715–17, 819

Indirect discrimination 
See Non-discrimination

Indirect victim : 816
Individual communications 

- in general : 805–31
- authors of – (victims) : 806, 813–19
- non-governmental organizations filing 

communications : 806–7
- under the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights : 114
- under the International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights : 806–7
- condition of admissibility ratione temporis : 808–13
- non-duplication with other international 

procedures : 825–31
- follow-up to individual communications : 838,

841–5
See also African Commission (and Court) on Human 

and Peoples’ Rights, European Court of Human 
Rights and Inter-American Commission (and 
Court) on Human Rights

Informed consent : 440–6
Inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment 

- and deportation : 195, 201, 206
- and obligation to protect : 415–17
- and requirement of effective inquiries : 155, 203,

383–4
- prohibition under the ICCPR: 109
- resulting from discrimination : 574
See also Torture
See Refoulement

Institutions for the promotion and protection of 
human rights 

See National human rights institutions
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 

- establishment : 26
- and extraterritorial jurisdiction: 144, 146
- origins : 921
- powers : 921–7
- role in appointing Special Rapporteurs : 927
- role in reporting on States : 138, 496–500
- role in Seeking advisory opinions : 929
- role in individual petitions : 622
- role in monitoring economic and social rights :  

496
Inter-American Court of Human Rights 

- in general : 27, 927–47
- and advisory opinions : 927–30
- and individual petitions : 930–45
- and admissibility of individual petitions : 930
- and exhaustion of local remedies : 930–5
- and the fight against terrorism : 546
- and principle of equality and non-discrimination 

: 66
- and status of the ACHR : 60
- and reservations : 104
- and role in the development of international 

human rights law : 34
- and specificity of human rights treaties : 104
- and supervision of compliance with judgments : 

936–45
See also Table of cases

Interdependence and indivisibility of human rights : 
750, 752, 772

Interim measures 
- obligatory character: 37

- and Effective remedies : 738, 740, 819
International assistance and co-operation 

- in general : 163, 172–8, 503
- and State reports : 796
See also Right to development

International Commission of Jurists : 918
International Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Racial Discrimination 
- in general : 18, 593, 612
- temporary special measures : 646, 649
- reservations : 122

International Convention for the Protection of All 
Persons from Enforced Disappearance 

- adoption : 19
International Convention on the Protection of the 

Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of 
their Families : 19

International Court of Justice 
- and advisory jurisdiction : 929
- and interim measures: 38
- and customary international law : 50, 59
- and erga omnes obligations : 88, 91
- and general principles of law : 53
- and human rights obligations under the UN 

Charter : 49
- and jus cogens : 64, 65, 88
- and imputability : 368, 372
- and reservations to treaties : 98
See also Table of cases
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
- in general : 19
- origins : 16–17, 18
- and denunciation : 58–132
- and reservations : 109–19, 826
- and restrictions to rights : 290, 292, 294–5
- and territorial scope of application : 129
- and effective remedies : 731–2

International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights : 

- in general : 20
- origins: 16–17, 18
- and direct effect : 748–9
- and effective remedies : 748
- and territorial scope of application : 129
See also Progressive realization of rights

International Criminal Court 
See Crimes against humanity
See Genocide
See International humanitarian law

International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia 
- in general: 65
- and imputability to States of private actors’ 

conduct : 371
- and prohibition of torture as jus cogens : 69, 82
See also Table of cases

International humanitarian law 
- and its relationship to human rights law : 3–5, 517
- and obligations of the Occupying Power : 156
- and general principles of law : 54
- and serious breaches : 88
- as a basis for the universal periodic 

review : 872
- as jus cogens : 65, 84
- as non-derogable norms : 554

International Labour Organization : 397, 433
See also Labour rights

International Law Association : 513, 552, 840
International Law Commission : 117, 167, 224–6, 367,

371
International Law Institute : 92
International organizations 

- and obligations under international law: 63–4
- and economic sanctions : 166–7
- and immunities : 229
- and responsibility of member States : 202, 216–33
See also European Union, NATO

Interpretation 
- of international human rights treaties : 148
- conflicts of interpretation : 830, 849, 853
- of domestic norms in conformity with inter-

national human rights : 751, 753–4, 765, 840
See also Specificity of human rights
And see Effectiveness (principle of)
And see Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties

Inter-State communications 
- and actio popularis : 92
- and practice of States : 96
- under the African Charter of Human and Peoples’ 

Rights : 949
- under the ECHR : 899
- under the ICCPR: 56, 92
- under the ACHR : 104

Investment agreements : 60, 164, 192

Jahangir, Asma : 337, 342
Judicial review 

See Effective remedies
See Rights of defence
See Habeas corpus

Jurisdiction 
- and occupied foreign territory : 125, 146, 156–60,

685
- and effective control : 132–5, 167–70, 375–9,

389–91
- and international organizations : 216–33
See also Extraterritorial obligations

Jus commune of human rights 
- definition : 11, 945
- emergence of : 31–47

Jus cogens norms 
- and hierarchy in international law : 87
- and non-derogable rights : 553
- and universal jurisdiction : 74
- in general : 61–86, 238, 275, 946

- serious breaches of : 87–8
- reservations to : 112

Justiciability of social and economic rights 
- in general : 740–71
- doctrinal objections to justiciability : 740–4
- and practice of national courts : 751–71
See also Effective remedies

Kirgis, Frederic : 53–5
Kosovo : 231, 233–8, 723, 833
Kymlicka, Will : 725

Labour rights 
- and international human rights: 7
- and duty of the State to protect : 392–3
- and the UN Global Compact : 397
See also Freedom of association

Language rights : 572, 688, 696–701, 709–10, 712
Legality (in restrictions to rights) 

- in general : 293–306, 331–3
- and individual decisions by the Executive : 360–2
- in private relationships : 402

Legitimacy (of restrictions to rights) 
- in general : 306–12, 355–6
- in private relationships : 402

Letters of allegation 
See Special procedures

Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights : 291, 502–3, 745

Maastricht Guidelines on violations of economic, 
social and cultural rights : 243, 504–6

Mainstreaming 
- in general : 787–90
- in State reporting : 852

Margin of appreciation : 334, 407, 439, 447–53, 504,
519, 532, 550, 719

Maximum of available resources : 500, 502, 504, 506,
508–10, 757, 758, 763, 772

McCrudden, Christopher : 35
Media 

See Freedom of expression
Meron, Theodor : 51
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Merrill, James G. : 36
Migrants 

- irregular migrants: 40, 392–3, 624–5
See also Non-discrimination (on grounds of 

nationality)
Millennium Development Goals : 177, 178, 184–92
Minimum core obligations 

See Essential content
Minimum standards of treatment for aliens : 5
Minorities 

- and international human rights: 5–7, 554
- and principle of self-identification : 677–80
- and self-determination of peoples : 694–703
- and special measures : 647
- definition of : 6, 300–3, 709–10, 713–14
- rights of : 318, 635–40, 703–23
- under the UN Charter : 13
See also Framework Convention for the Protection of 

National Minorities (Council of Europe)
And Non-discrimination 
And Roma 
And Self-determination of peoples 

Minority Schools in Albania : 5

National courts 
- and provision of effective remedies : 731–40
- and direct effect of international human 

rights : 739
- and reliance on international human rights law in 

interpretation : 751, 753–4, 840
- and justiciability of economic, social and 

cultural rights : 740–71
National human rights institutions 

- and monitoring of Millenium Development 
Goals : 185

- as amicus curiae : 761
- in general : 738, 774, 780–7, 836
- composition and models of : 781
- role in the universal periodic review : 872
- role in preventing violations : 774, 777

National minorities 
See Minorities

National security 
See Legitimacy (of restrictions to rights)

National strategies 
See Action plans

NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) : 147–54,
231, 233–8, 723

‘Necessary in a democratic society’ 
See Proportionality (in the restriction of rights)

Necessity defence : 258–62
Neuman, Gerald L. : 34
New International Economic Order : 396
Niemi, Heli : 837
Non-derogable rights 

- and reservations: 113
- in general : 553–8

Non-discrimination 
- in access to education : 254
- direct and indirect discrimination : 625–40
- disparate impact : 627–31
- as jus cogens : 66, 946
- as customary international law : 593
- in the context of derogations : 547–51

- in the enjoyment of economic and social rights : 
565–71, 632–4, 656–8

- between men and women : 336, 347, 505, 565,
597–8, 608, 612, 653, 661, 663–74, 797

- on grounds of disability : see Disability
- on grounds of economic status (indigents) : 933
- on grounds of filiation or civil status : 424–9, 608,

632–4
- on grounds of nationality : 40–1, 392–3, 548–51,

605–11, 624, 714, 826, 946
- on grounds of race and ethnic origin : See Racial 

discrimination
- on grounds of religion or conviction : 569–71, 573,

598–601, 631, 634, 642–5, 813
- on grounds of sexual orientation : see Sexual 

orientation
See also Positive action
And Reasonable accommodation 

Non-duplication of procedures : 825–31
Non-governmental organizations 

- role as amici curiae : 32, 275, 281, 441, 531
- role in human rights assessments : 738, 774
- role in State reporting under UN human rights 

treaties : 799–801
- role in supporting plaintiffs : 584
- role in follow-up activities : 836, 838, 844
- role in filing complaints to the Human Rights 

Council : 867
- role in the universal periodic review : 872
- role before the European Committee on Social 

Rights : 657, 917
- role before the Inter-American Court of Human 

Rights : 930
- role before the African Commission on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights : 950
See also Amnesty International
And Freedom of expression (and non-governmental 

organizations) 
And International Commission of Jurists 
And Collective complaints 

Non-intervention in internal affairs of States : 84,
92–4, 682

See also Economic sanctions
Non-State actors 

- and imputability to the State: 366–79, 395–9
See also International organizations
And see Transnational corporations

Nowak, Manfred : 252, 278, 279, 851

Obligations of the State 
- typology of States’ obligations : 242–53
- to respect : 245, 251–364
- to protect 

- in general : 246, 247, 251, 365–460
- as an obligation of means : 399–446
- under the ICCPR : 379–82
- under the CAT : 382–4
- under the ACHR : 389–93, 732–5
- under the ECHR : 384–9

- to fulfil 
- in general: 247, 461–512
- and obligation to facilitate : 246, 754
- and obligation to provide : 246, 252, 754

Occupied foreign territory : 125–32
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Occupied Palestinian Territory : 88, 129–31, 684–7
Occupying power 

See Jurisdiction (and occupied foreign territory)
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights : 

481, 793, 804, 837, 845, 857, 870, 871, 873, 881
O’Flaherty, Michael : 837, 851
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) : 397
Organization of African Unity 

See African Union
Organization of American States 

- role in the protection of human rights: 22–8, 921
Osmani, Siddiq : 133–252

Paramilitaries : 139–41, 380–1, 389
Paris Minimum Standards of Human Rights Norms in 

a State of Emergency : 513, 552
Paris Principles relating to the status of national 

institutions 
See National human rights institutions

Participation : 463, 687–94, 696–701, 712, 780, 795,
796, 836

Peremptory norm of international law 
See Jus cogens norms

Permanent Court of International Justice : 5
Personal data : 296–300, 303–5, 674–80

See also Ethnic profiling
See Right to respect for private and family life 

(secrecy of correspondence)
Pinochet case : 46–72, 82
Police 

- and ethnic profiling : 583, 594–6
- and obligation to protect : 383–4, 400–1, 414–15,

418–23, 455–8
- and processing of personal data: 296–8
- and intrusion into private homes : 314–16
- and secrecy of communications : 394–5
See also Ethnic profiling

Positive action : 645–74, 712
Potential breaches : 31
Prevention of human rights violations : 737, 772–8
Progressive realization of rights 

- in general : 244–5, 251, 462–4, 500–12, 746–7
- before domestic courts : 752–9
- before the European Committee of Social 

Rights : 657
Proportionality (in the restriction of rights) 

- in general : 313–27, 333
- under the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms : 356–37
- under the European Convention on Human 

Rights : 412–13
See also Derogations

Provisional measures 
See Interim measures

Public emergency : 517–30
Public health, public morals, public health, or public 

safety 
See Legitimacy (of restrictions to rights)

Publicity of trials : 307

Racial discrimination 
- and ethnic profiling : 583–94
- and employment relationships : 622–3, 815

- and private relationships : 458
- as inhuman and degrading treatment : 574
- in education : 635–40
- prohibition under the UN Charter: 49
- prohibition in customary international law : 51
- prohibition as erga omnes obligation : 68
- prohibition as jus cogens : 65
- and waiver of protection : 441

Rawls, John : 724
Reasonable accommodation 

- and disability : 350, 641
- and freedom of religion: 350, 642–5
- and non-discrimination : 640–5

Refoulement
- practice of – : 156, 194–208, 262–88, 583–94
- status as jus cogens norm of the prohibition of 

refoulement: 65, 70
Reinisch, August : 229
Religion 

See Freedom of religion
Reporting by States 

See State reports
Representative of the Secretary-General 

See Special procedures
Reservations 

- in general : 55, 95, 96–122
- and jus cogens norms : 16–17
- and federal organization of the State : 136
- to the territorial scope of application : 135
- under the American Convention on Human 

Rights : 95, 103–9
- under the European Convention on Human 

Rights : 107–9
- under the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights : 109–17
- and State reports : 796
- and universal periodic review : 14

Riedel, Eibe : 494, 507
Right of access to a court 

- restricted by immunities of jurisdiction: 79–84,
220–1, 229–30

- and statute of limitations : 409
- and waiver (settlement) : 443–6

Right to consular assistance : 582–3
Right to development 

- in general : 178–92
- in the African Charter : 29

Right to education 
- in general : 251–2, 254, 572
- and persons with disabilities : 575, 657, 762–7
- and measuring States’ efforts : 508
- and religious attire/symbols : 319, 330, 342, 347
- and segregated education : 440–2, 635–40, 653
- before domestic courts : 762–7
- right of parents to have their children taught in 

conformity with their own religious and 
philosophical convictions : 569, 813, 829

Right to food 
- and international assistance and co-operation : 

173, 186–90
- and corresponding State obligations : 244–6,

248–51, 466, 467–73
- status in customary international law: 53
- before domestic courts : 767–8
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Right to health 
- and indicators : 479, 493
- and international assistance and co-operation : 174
- and the obligation to fulfil : 244
- and impact assessments : 779–80
- under the African Charter : 246
See also Environment

Right to a healthy environment 
See Environment

Right to housing 
- in general: 244, 248–51
- before domestic courts : 751–62
- adequate housing : 255–6, 754
- and nomadic lifestyle : 720
- and progressive realization : 769
Right to liberty and security 
See Arbitrary detention

Right to life 
- in armed conflict : 4, 147, 155
- and environmental degradation : 250
- and obligation to protect : 234, 379–81, 392, 400,

404–10, 418–23, 436–7
- and starvation : 762–7
- of the unborn child : 404–10
See also Abortion
And Assisted suicide 
And Death penalty 
And Forced disappearances 

Right to marry : 604
Right to a name : 36, 597
Right to a nationality : 610
Right to property : 125, 222–4, 429, 573, 909

See also Testamentary will
Right to respect for the home : 125, 290, 314–18

See also Right to housing
Right to respect for private and family life 

- in general: 290, 296–300, 316, 573, 614
- and filiation : 424–9
- and environment : 316–18
- and minorities : 318, 714–23
- and physical integrity : 388, 415–17
- and secrecy of correspondance : 294–5, 304–5,

394–5
- in employment relationships : 304–5, 431
- and right to die : 43–7, 322–3, 435–40
- and right to know one’s origins : 448
- and sexual intimacy : 308, 439, 814
See also Abortion
And Access to information 
And Personal Data 
And Sexual orientation 

Right to self-determination 
See Self-determination of peoples

Right to social and medical assistance : 40
Right to vote : 218–19
Right to water : 464–5, 466, 493
Rights of defence 

- choice of counsel : 111, 210–12, 830
- and legal aid : 195
- and linguistic minorities : 712
- and non-discrimination : 577–8, 582–3
- and right to a legal counsel : 933–5
- as non-derogable rights : 553, 558
- in the context of derogations : 555

Rights of the child 
- in the American Convention on Human 

Rights : 392
- in the European Social Charter: 40–1
- and action plans : 477–9
- and the criminal justice system : 110
- and the use of indicators : 491
See also Convention on the Rights of the Child
And Death penalty (status of the prohibition of 

death penalty against juveniles) 
Roma 

- and access to education : 440–2, 635–40
- and ethnic profiling : 583–94
- and housing : 769
- and positive action : 649, 659
- and traditional lifestyle : 318, 717–23
- and State duty to protect : 383–4
See also Non-Discrimination
And Minorities 

Roosevelt, Eleanor : 14
Ruggie, John G. : 164, 398

Salomon, Margot E. : 191
San Salvador Protocol 

See Additional Protocol in the area of Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights

Sarooshi, Dan : 232
Schachter, Oscar : 51, 52
Scheinin, Martin : 594
Secession 

See Self-determination of peoples
Security Council (UN) 

- and economic sanctions : 166, 222
- and fight against terrorism : 63
- and obligation to respect human rights : 63,

229–38
- and Occupied Palestinian Territories : 685
- and occupation of Iraq : 156
- and role in protecting human rights : 857
- and serious breaches of jus cogens : 88
- and status of resolutions : 62

Self-contained regime : 35
Self-determination of peoples 

- in general : 13, 681–703, 819
- in the African Charter : 29, 687
- and reservations to : 110
- and right to development : 181, 182
- and secession : 687–94, 723
- and status in international law : 54, 65, 68, 88, 90
- justiciability of : 694–703

Sen, Amartya K. : 178, 179, 466
Sengupta, Arjun : 190, 467, 511
Sexual abuse : 388–9, 415–17
Sexual orientation 

- and anti-sodomy laws: 41–3, 814–15
- and deportation : 209
- and discrimination : 573, 574, 601–5, 608, 615–21
- and homophobia : 307
See also Right to respect of private and family life 

(sexual intimacy)
Shue, Henry : 242
Simma, Bruno : 52
Siracusa Principles : 288, 294, 306–7, 513, 516, 518,

543, 552
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Slavery 
- prohibition as erga omnes obligation : 68
- prohibition in customary international law : 51
- and jus cogens : 65
See also Forced and compulsory labour

Social security : 565–9, 573, 601–2, 608, 609,
632–4

South Africa 
- interpretation of the Bill of Rights: 33

Special procedures 
- in general : 881–95
- code of conduct : 885–91
- origins : 881
- functions : 882
- role in universal periodic review : 881, 896
- selection of mandate-holders : 884–5
- annual reports and interactive dialogue : 894
- communications (urgent appeals and letter of 

allegation) : 891–3
- country visits : 893–4

Special Rapporteurs 
- of the UN Human Rights Council : see Special 

procedures
- of the Inter-American Commission on Human 

Rights : 927
- of the African Commission on Human and 

Peoples’ Rights : 948
Special Representatives of the Secretary-General 

See Special procedures
Specificity of human rights 

- in general : 5, 35, 94–6, 104, 729
- and denunciation : 56
- and hierarchy in international law : 60
And see Self-contained regime

State obligations 
See Obligations of the State

State of emergency 
See Derogations

State reports (under the UN human 
rights treaties) 

- obligations of States : 113
- mechanism of : 793–805
- and core document : 797
- and concluding observations : 799
- reform of reporting system : 845–54

Statelessness : 610–11
Statistics 

See Indicators
Sub-Commission on Human Rights 

- establishment: 15, 855
- and transnational corporations : 398

Subsidiarity 
See European Convention on Human Rights 

(Subsidiarity)
See also Margin of appreciation

Substantive Due Process : 41–3
Succession of States : 56–9
Suicide : 418

See also Assisted suicide
Sunstein, Cass : 741
Supreme Court of Canada 

See Table of cases
And see Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Canada)

Supreme Court of Israel : 258–62

Supreme Court of the United States 
See Table of cases

Suspension of rights See Derogations

Temporary special measures 
See Positive action

Terrorism 
- in general: 269
- and absolute prohibition of torture : 257
- and conflicting rights : 447
- and derogations to human rights : 516–17, 518–27,

531–45, 546, 548
- and deportation cases : 263–78
See also Ethnic profiling

Testamentary will : 424–9
Tomasevski, Katarina : 254
Torture 

- as an absolute prohibition : 258, 275
- and requirement of effective inquiries : 155, 380–1
- prohibition in customary international law: 

51–262
- prohibition of – as jus cogens : 65, 69–72, 80, 275
- under the Alien Tort Claims Act : 170
See also Refoulement

Trade unions 
- in general : 385–7, 431–3, 642
- and collective bargaining : 385–7, 431–3
- in the context of collective complaints (European 

Social Charter) : 914–20
See also Collective complaints

Transnational corporations 
- and obligations under international law: 55,

395–9
- and duty of States to control : 163–70, 395–9, 702,

733–5
- under the Alien Torts Claims Act : 170–247

Travellers : 659
Treaty on the European Union : 24

UN Charter 
See Charter of the United Nations

Unified standing treaty body : 851–4
United Kingdom 

- and (assisted) suicide : 46, 418, 435–40
- and asylum : 200–2, 583
- and child abuse : 415
- and community affiliation in Northern Ireland : 

678–80
- and counter-terrorist measures : 516–17, 531–45,

879
- and deportation of foreign nationals : 194–202,

209, 263–6, 267
- and derogations : 516, 518, 519–27, 531–45,

548–51, 552
- and diplomatic assurances : 280–5
- and the environment : 316–18
- and ethnic profiling : 583–94
- and extraterritorial obligations : 155–60, 880
- and immunity of foreign States : 79–84
- and international organizations : 216–17, 218–19
- and police : 418–23
- and religious attire : 319–21
- and right to respect for private life : 304–5
- and Roma/Gypsies : 318, 583–94, 717
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- and reservations to human rights treaties : 116
- and trade unions : 385–7, 431
- and the Pinochet case : 54
- under the universal periodic review process : 

876–80
United States 

- and Haitian Interdiction case : 144–6
- and status of the American Declaration on the 

Rights and Duties of Man : 921
- and Reservations to the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights : 109–11, 118, 136
- and membership of Human Rights Council : 861–2
See also Supreme Court of the United States

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
- adoption: 15, 31
- and effective remedies : 748
- and non-discrimination : 561
- and international assistance and co-operation : 

87–192
- and prohibition of arbitrary detention : 54
- and right to education : 762–7
- normative status : 49, 50, 54–86, 93, 166
- as a basis for the univeral periodic review : 872
- in the UN Global Compact : 397

Universal jurisdiction : 72, 74, 76, 77, 84
See also Extraterritorial jurisdiction

Universal periodic review 
- and international assistance and co-operation : 177
- sources of States’ obligations : 50
- functioning : 870–81
- objectives : 872
- relevance of special procedures and human rights 

treaty bodies : 881
- outcome : 874

- evaluation : 880–1
Urgent appeals 

See Special procedures

Vagueness 
See Legality

Victims 
- in general : 806, 813–19
- non-governmental organizations : 806–7, 815–16
- indirect victims : 815
- prospective victims : 816–18
See also European Court of Human Rights

Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect 
of Treaties 

- and succession of States: 58
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

- and jus cogens : 61–267
- and interpretation of human rights treaties : 80,

148, 204, 941
- and reservations : 96, 101–3, 115, 117
- and States’ obligations : 748
- and the specificity of human rights treaties : 96

Voluntary guidelines on the progressive realization 
of the right to adequate food : 472

Waiver of rights : 324, 385–7, 429–46
See also Assisted suicide
And Employment relationships 

Walzer, Michael : 724, 742
Will 

See Testamentary will
Working Group on Arbitrary Detention : 881
World Bank : 174, 178, 229, 230–1
World Court on Human Rights : 851
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